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Summary 

 China’s growth outlook looks 

challenging despite the re-

opening of the domestic 
economy, as global demand 

has slumped  

 Earnings growth at Chinese 

companies could slip further 

than initially thought if the 

pace of global economic 

recovery is slower than 

expected, but policy support 
measures are expected to 

help cushion the impact 

 While we expect the default 

rate to rise in China - as it will 

in most regions - we don’t 

believe that the pandemic will 

cause a spike in defaults

Hot topic: China recovery – a global challenge 
Over the past month, easing of containment measures and resumption of work has 
gained further momentum in China and high frequency indicators are reflecting the 
resultant pick-up in economic activity, with production normalcy leading 
consumption normalcy for the time being. However, with the recovery in global 
demand seeming like an increasingly distant prospect amidst extended virus 
containment measures in many parts of the world, China’s growth outlook still looks 
challenging despite the re-opening of the domestic economy.  

China typically unveils its economic sstargets at the National People’s Congress, an 
annual gathering of the country’s legislature which is usually held in March but has 
been delayed this year due to the pandemic. While a date for the rescheduled 
meeting is yet to be announced, it will be closely watched this year as an ambitious 
growth target could potentially imply more aggressive stimulus measures, and 
conversely a more conservative target could mean smaller and more targeted 
support measures. 

In the meantime, China continues to roll out support measures with the People’s 
Bank of China (PBoC) cutting its de-facto policy rate in April, as expected, to shore 
up domestic growth following China’s first economic contraction in decades. (see 
details on page 3) 

China steps up policy support amidst slowdown 
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Source: WIND, HSBC Global Asset Management, April 2020 
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(cont'd.) 

Similar to other global central banks, the main objective of the PBoC is to ensure credit 
flows into small companies to rein in bankruptcies and unemployment. Against this 
backdrop, we look into the overall health of corporate China with a focus on earnings 
growth and credit quality. 

Earnings outlook 

Earnings growth for non-financial Chinese corporates is expected to decline 42% year-
on-year (yoy) in the first quarter of the year, according to Goldman Sachs’ estimate, 
which is in line with the downtrend seen in official figures. Profits at industrial firms 
slumped in the first two months of the year to their lowest in at least a decade, with the 
mining, manufacturing and power sectors all posting sharp falls. 

Policy support measures are expected to help cushion the impact to a certain extent. 
Assuming a full pass-through, every 50 basis point (bp) reduction in effective lending rate 
would boost corporate earnings (excluding financials) growth by four to five percentage 
points, but a rate cut could have a negative impact on banks’ profitability depending on 
their cost of funding. 

Analysts are now forecasting earnings growth in offshore and onshore Chinese equities – 
measured by MSCI China and CSI 300 Index – to expand 1% and 14% this year, 
compared with 11% and 15% in February. But with the coronavirus pandemic denting 
global demand, earnings growth in the country could easily sink back into the red as it 
might take longer to rebuild consumer confidence. For instance, a Chinese contract 
manufacturer for a US smartphone maker has recently slowed production and reduced 
staff as the outbreak dents global demand for phones and electronic gadgets. The latest 
data releases (see details on page 6) from China have reinforced our cautious views that 
a recovery in services is likely lagging that in goods consumption amid social distancing 
practices. Weaker income and labour market could also pressure consumer spending in 
the near term amidst rising household debt. 

Credit watch 

Many global investors remain concerned about the default scenario in the onshore 
market, even though the overall level of default in China is actually relatively low 
compared to the size of the entire market. With only seven new defaults in the onshore 
corporate bond market so far this year, the pace of bond defaults have moderated 
compared with what we’ve seen in the past two years when the government was more 
focused on deleveraging and prevention of systemic risk.  

While we expect the default rate to rise in China - as it will in most regions - we don’t 
believe that the pandemic will cause a spike in defaults. This does not imply investors 
should be complacent about the level of debt and defaults in China. There isn’t enough 
data yet to form a firm conclusion about default and recovery rates, but in general we 
have seen fewer defaults and higher recoveries in national state owned enterprises, and 
more defaults and lower recovery in private companies.  

Since the outbreak began in late January, Chinese authorities have introduced a number 
of measures to support the financial system through interest rate cuts, liquidity injections 
and duration extensions to both corporate and household borrowers to avert a credit 
crunch. However once we move past this period of extraordinary support, we anticipate a 
steady pick up in default rates as the policymakers allow market forces to assume a 
central role in risk assessment and attempt to eliminate perceptions of a local or central 
government bailout.

Pickup in March credit growth reflects policy efforts 
% yoy                                                                                               % yoy

China onshore default rate remains manageable 
mn persons 

Sources: WIND, HSBC Global Asset Management, April 2020. 
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In the following pages we will take a deeper look at how recent events and policy measures are impacting Chinese fixed 
income and equity markets: 

Fixed income

Policymakers are likely to launch 
more easing measures to boost 
liquidity and lower cost of funding 
in second quarter, which are 
supportive for bond prices 

 The Federal Reserve’s announcement to expand its corporate bond purchase 

programme and suggestions of possible reopening of the economies in Europe 

and the US led the recent rally in Asian and China dollar high yield bonds, 

which surged 4.6% and 3.9% in the month ending 22 April, respectively, 

reversing a decline of 12.9% and 8.6% in March. The recovery in risk appetite 
has resulted in a resumption in the search for yield in high beta and long-dated 

securities 

 In RMB-denominated bonds, the onshore China bond market has been 

relatively stable in April, which was likely a result of lower rates, more proactive 

monetary policies and improving liquidity situation, as well as low default rates. 

In April, the onshore and offshore index – measured by Markit iBoxx ALBI 

China Onshore and Offshore – added 1.2% and 0.6%, at the time of a 

downward trend of the yield curve 

 The USD, measured by the dollar index, has been strong so far this year, rising 

4.4% against a basket of major currencies. The renminbi declined only 3% 

year-to-date, mainly due to its recent weakness amidst a poor export outlook. 

The Chinese currency traded flat against the greenback in the month ending 22 

April, underpinned by a widening interest rate differential between China and 

the G7 economies 

 In terms of policy easing, the PBoC cut its benchmark rates as expected to 
reduce borrowing costs for companies and shore up the growth pressure after 

the economy contracted for the first time in decades. The one-year loan prime 

rate (LPR) was lowered by 20 bps to 3.85%, while the five-year LPR was cut by 

10 bps to 4.65%. The asymmetric cut probably reflects the authorities’ caution 

over speculation in property market as the pricing of mortgages is largely based 

on the five-year rate. The cut to LPR was expected after the PBoC lowered the 

interest rate on its medium-term lending facility to the lowest on record 

 While the country is restarting its economic engines, the policymakers are likely 
to launch more easing measures to boost liquidity and lower cost of funding in 

second quarter, which are supportive for bond prices

Chinese bonds remain steady amidst new rounds of global easing 

1-year cumulative total return % bps

Source: Bloomberg, Markit data as of 20 March 2020. Total return in local currency terms. 
For illustrative purposes only and does not constitute any investment recommendation in the above mentioned asset classes, indices or currencies. The views 
and opinions expressed herein are subject to change at any time. 
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Equity market

Following the sell off, valuations 
are now moving into an attractive 
range in terms of PE and earnings 
yield vs. bond yields 

 Both onshore and offshore Chinese equities rallied in April, despite the first 

negative quarterly GDP contraction on record. On a month-to-date basis, MSCI 
China A Onshore and MSCI China rose 4.9% and 4.6% ending 22 April, 

respectively, while the tech-heavy American depository receipts (ADR) rose 

7.6% over the same period. The CSI 300 Index, an index of the largest 

companies, added 4.1%, while the ChiNext Index, the gauge of small-cap 

stocks, jumped 9.1%, driven by healthcare and biotechnology companies 

 On a year-to-date basis, four of 11 sectors in MSCI China Index were in the 

black, led by a rally in companies in healthcare and consumer staples, 

offsetting losses in financials, energy and real estate. The two Chinese internet 

giants, which account for 28% of the index weight, struggled for a coherent 

direction, with one rising 9.6% and another falling 1% 

 In terms of fund flows (as of April 22), the southbound trade through the Stock 

Connect recorded the fourteenth consecutive monthly inflow since March 2019. 

Meanwhile northbound flows reversed their outflows from last month. On a 

year-to-date basis, the southbound route recorded a net inflow of almost 

USD32 billion, suggesting onshore investors’ growing interest in Hong Kong-

listed shares due to attractive valuations. On a market cap weighted basis, A-

shares are currently trading 48% over the Hong Kong-listed shares 

 Following the sell off in March, valuations are now moving into an attractive 

range in terms of PE and earnings yield versus bond yields. The 2020 price-to-

earnings ratios for MSCI China and CSI 300 Index are trading at 12.7x and 

12.2x, respectively, with an EPS growth of 1% and 14% 

 However, the key question remains around how long and how much the global 

outbreak is likely to impact the demand for Chinese goods. On the domestic 

front, we expect the easing intensity to increase across the key policy domains, 

including monetary, credit and fiscal to shore up the economy

Chinese stocks fall amidst global volatility 

1-year cumulative return (%)  Forward price to earnings ratio (x)

Sources: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management, as of 22 April 2020. Total return in local currency terms. 
Investment involves risks. Past performance is not indicative of future performance 
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Sector1 Outlook Comment 

Consumer 
Discretionary  

+  In particular, we like the education space as it is relatively less sensitive to macro 

headwinds. We like e-commerce plays as their share of Chinese consumption 

continues to increase. We also like online video gaming companies as a more 

favourable policy backdrop this year could result in a more robust pipeline for key 

companies and the “stay at home” policies during the coronavirus outbreak could 

be another catalyst 

Consumer Staples +  The trend of premiumisation on the back of rising income underpin higher pricing 

power and margin expansion capability of select strong consumer staple brand 

names. Demand should remain stable, especially for alcoholic beverage 

companies 

Energy  -  We are underweight this sector amid the oil price correction and decline in 

demand due to coronavirus outbreak 

Financials  -  We are underweight banks as lowered rates may bring pressure to their net 

interest margins. We expect looser monetary policies in the next few months due 

to the weak economy. We are adding some high quality insurance companies at 

attractive valuation 

Healthcare  +  We favour companies with strong R&D capabilities in innovative drugs and 

service providers with high growth visibility 

Industrials  -  We are currently underweight this sector but we are looking for an  improvement 
in the second quarter of 2020 as more infrastructure projects are likely to be 

initiated to boost economic growth 

Information 
Technology  

+  We are positive on handset lens upgrade trend and we like companies  that can 

benefit from continuous tech upgrade as smartphone demand remains stable 

despite coronavirus outbreak 

Materials  -  We question the sustainability of the demand strength given the global economic 

slowdown due to the coronavirus outbreak. We prefer gold mining companies 

within the sector given the surge in gold price 

Real Estate O  The coronavirus outbreak is putting developers’ cash flow and funding cost under 

great pressure but there could be sector-wide policy support measures on the 

horizon. We prefer property management companies from the longer-term 

perspective 

Communication 
Services 

O  We prefer social platforms and cloud services companies, which are major “stay 

at home” beneficiaries. The coronavirus outbreak has helped  speed up 

technology adoption in general 

Utilities  -  We are not assuming a defensive position in the current market 

Note: 

Sector views of HSBC Global Asset Management’s offshore Chinese equity team; “+” = positive, “–” = negative, “O” = neutral 
For illustrative purposes only and does not constitute any investment recommendation in the above mentioned asset classes, indices or currencies. The views 
and opinions expressed herein are subject to change at any time.  
Source: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management, as of April 2020. 
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Data watch 

Indicator Date Actual Consensus Prior Analysis 

Industrial 
production 
(IP) (yoy) 

Mar (1.1%) (6.2%) -13.5% 
(Jan-Feb) 

The economy contracted -6.8% yoy in Q1, down 
sharply from 6.0% growth in Q4 2019 and reflecting the 
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and lockdown 
policies. On a seasonally adjusted quarter-on-quarter 
basis (not annualised), growth plunged by -9.8% in Q1 
after an 1.5% gain in Q4 2019. Consumption softness 
was the key drag. The resilience in the financial sector 
likely reflected a significant rebound in credit growth, 
high stock market turnover and positive growth in 
insurance premiums. Meanwhile, March activity 
indicators showed the effects of a gradual lifting of 
lockdowns and resumption of work, and confirmed a 
recovery following the “sudden stop” of the economy. 
On a sequential basis, IP rebounded 32.1% month-on-
month (sa) after February’s 24.9% slump. Food, 
pharma and IT and electronics sectors held up 
relatively well. That said, the path to recovery is 
uneven and likely to remain bumpy, with discretionary, 
offline consumer spending, especially services, lagging 
and downside risks to demand looming large, 
particularly due to the spillover from an expected global 
recession. It will also take time to mend consumer and 
business confidence, with social distancing practices 
likely to be in place for some time. We expect further 
policy measures to be announced with a focus on 
execution efficiency and effectiveness, especially in 
supporting consumption, employment and investment. 

Fixed Asset 
Investment 
(FAI) (ytd, 
yoy) 

Mar (16.1%) (15.0%) -24.5% 
(Jan-Feb) 

The improvement was broadly-based among 
manufacturing, infrastructure, real estate and other 
services sectors (e.g. healthcare, education), due to 
the easing of restrictions on mobility and construction 
activities, though manufacturing was still the weakest 
link reflecting subdued capex intention amid weakness 
in corporate earnings and elevated demand 
uncertainties. Infrastructure FAI fell 19.7% yoy in Q1 
despite the issuance of CNY1.1trn (+54% yoy) in local 
government special bonds, but should recover amid 
the government’s investment push, with a focus on 
both “old” (e.g., roads and railways) and new 
infrastructure (e.g., 5G network, data centre, IoT and 
AI, etc.), strategic emerging industries/industrial 
upgrading, and old urban community renovation. 
Meanwhile, property indicators, such as new housing 
starts, property sales, land purchases, and funding for 
real estate FAI, rebounded with local policy support 
while housing prices have stayed resilient during the 
COVID-19 outbreak. Recent liberalisation of land and 
hukou policies could help property and infrastructure 
FAI. 

Retail Sales 
(yoy) 

Mar (15.8%) (10.0%) -20.5% 
(Jan-Feb) 

The yoy contraction in commodity sales narrowed to 
12.0% from 17.6% in the first two months, with a 
notable rebound in auto and communication-appliance 
sales and an improvement in housing-related items 
due to recovering home sales. Online goods sales 
increased 5.9% in Q1. However, catering services 
continued to fall sharply, by 46.8% yoy in March, which 
coupled with depressed weekly movie box office 
revenues data into April suggest that non-essential 
offline services consumption lags in the recovery. 
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Indicator Date Actual Consensus Prior Analysis 

Weaker income and labour market could pressure 
consumer spending in the near term. Though the 
surveyed unemployment rate eased back to 5.9% in 
March from 6.2% in February, unemployment pressure 
in the export sector is likely on the rise. Real household 
income per capita fell 3.9% yoy in Q1 after a 5.8% gain 
in Q4 2019 with migrant workers particularly vulnerable 
to job and income losses. 

Exports 
(USD) (yoy) 

Mar (6.6%) (13.9%) (17.2%) March trade recovery was largely driven by factory 
work normalisation and pent-up demand (as the 
delivery of export orders was postponed in January-
February owing to the transportation disruption and 
lockdowns) with domestic virus situation having eased. 
Imports benefited from rising agricultural goods imports 
and a low base effect. However, China’s trade/export 
outlook faces a big headwind from likely material 
external demand deterioration, while import growth 
could also weaken on sluggish domestic demand and 
processing trade demand due to supply-chain 
disruptions in the US/developed market countries. 

Imports 
(USD) (yoy) 

Mar (0.9%) (9.8%) (4.0%) 

Trade 
Balance 
(USD) 

Mar (19.9bn) 20.0bn -7.1bn 
(Jan-Feb) 

Consumer 
price index 
(CPI) Inflation 
(yoy) 

Mar (4.3%) 4.9% 5.2% The CPI deceleration was led by easing food prices 
and a fall in fuel costs. Pork prices rising 116.4% yoy 
versus 135.2% in February. Core inflation edged up to 
1.2% from 1.0%.  

CPI inflation is likely to moderate further given 
gradually subsiding COVID-19-related distortions (e.g. 
supply-chain disruptions and consumer 
hoarding/stockpiling), weakness in global 
oil/commodity prices, near-term still tepid domestic 
demand (albeit recovering), and a high comparison 
base later in the year. Meanwhile, the deeper PPI 
deflation was largely driven by the fall in global oil 
prices and easing industrial metals prices. 

Producer 
price index 
(PPI) Inflation 
(yoy) 

Mar (1.5%) (1.1%) (0.4%) 

Aggregate 
financing 
(AF) (RMB) 

Mar 5,150bn 3,140bn 858bn Strong credit growth was driven by bank loans, 
especially short-term lending to corporations and 
households reflecting targeted policy support for SMEs 
and inclusive financing, a record net corporate bond 
issuance amid a lower yield environment, and 
increases in government bonds and bank acceptances, 
while trust and entrusted loans fell further. More 
monetary policy support is expected via liquidity 
infusion, rate cuts and re-discounting and re-lending 
facilities, as well as regulatory forbearances, loan 
guarantees and interest subsidies, etc. 

New yuan 
loans (RMB) 

Mar 2,850bn 1,800bn 906bn 

 Indicates improved data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis 

 Indicates worsened data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis 
 Indicates no change in data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis 

Source: Source: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management, as of April  2020
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